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Combined effect of environmental radiation and other agents: Is there a
synergism trap?
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Abstract. Most assessments of possible deleterious outcomes from environmental and occupational
exposures concentrate on single agents and neglect the potential for combined effects, i.e. synergisms
or antagonisms. Biomechanistic considerations based on multistep processes such as carcinogenesis
indicate the potential for highly detrimental interactions, if two or more consecutive rate limiting steps
are specifically effected by different agents. However, low specificity towards molecular structure or
DNA-sequence - and therefore exchangeability — of many genotoxic agents indicate little functional
specificity and therefore little vulnerability towards synergism at most occupational and
environmental exposure situations. The low potential for significant combined effects for those
common low exposure situations where non-genotoxic agents with highly non-linear dose effect
relationships and apparent thresholds are involved, is also evident. Nevertheless, a quantitative
assessment of the contribution of synergistic interactions to the total detriment from natural and man-
made toxicants based on experimental data is far away. The existing database on combined effects is
rudimentary, mainly descriptive and rarely covers exposure ranges large enough to make direct
inferences to present day low dose exposure situations. In view of the multitude of possible
interactions between the large number of potentially harmful agents in the human environment,
descriptive approaches will have to be supplemented by the use of mechanistic models for critical
health endpoints such as cancer. Finally an important question considering the shape of dose effect
relationships for ionizing radiation arises from the unresolved question whether real or apparent
thresholds may be used for any genotoxic agent separately or only one time for an exposed genome.

1. INTRODUCTION

Even for the most protected human populations, disease and mortality rates still
average more than 10~2per year. Critical health outcomes from environmental exposures such
as cancer are the result of multistep processes, driven in most cases by a multitude of
endogenous and exogenous factors but not by one single agent.

Even the lifetime risk of active smoking in the range of 10"1 cannot be explained by the
action of a single agent. Tobacco smoke itself represents a multi-agent exposure of many
genotoxic and toxic substances. There are only a few historic examples from earlier
occupational exposures in which one critical agent such as radon, asbestos or vinyl chloride is
the main cause for lung or liver cancers, respectively [1,2].

Therefore, a single agent such as ionizing radiation may be considered one of many
interchangeable detrimental forces acting on human organisms and translating into a
combined lifetime cancer mortality risk of 20-30 % from all endogenous and exogenous
causes.

If a multitude of agents are contributing to human cancer, a change of paradigm in risk
analysis is needed. The study of single agent dose effect relationships has to be extended
through consideration of combined interaction and effects.
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2. DEFINING COMBINED EXPOSURES AND INTERACTIONS

Since 1928, models to describe the combined effect of exposures to different agents
have been developed [9]. Most important is that the conceptualisation of combined effects
from two or more agents has to be built on a clear understanding of the terms used [3,4].
The terms additivity, synergism, and antagonism should only be used to describe an
interaction between two or more different agents when information about the dose-effect
relationship of the single agents and the combination is available.
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Fig. 1. Interaction of two agents having non-linear dose-effect relationships. Isoaddition results from
mechanistically similar agents, heteroaddition for independently acting agents.

To define the range of deviations from additivity that may be caused by non-linear
dose-effect relationships, the concept of heteroaddition and isoaddition has been developed:
• Heteroadditivity or effect additivity (Fig. 1, lower solid line) is present when two agents

act on different molecules or pathways, i.e., truly independent in a molecular or
mechanistic sense, and the single effects can be added independent of the form of the dose
effect curves [5]. The resulting curve for heteroaddition forms one part of the envelope of
additivity.

• Isoadditivity or concentration additivity (Fig.l, upper solid line), in contrast, is present
when two agents act by the same or similar mechanism within the same pathway or on the
same molecular target.
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MALIGNANCY

Yb'

Fig. 2. Multi-stage model for carcinogenesis showing two critical (rate-limiting) steps (B, E) and
three examples of interactions between two specifically acting agents X and Y:

Action Effect

(Xa, Yq) Promotion of the same step Iso- or heteroaddition

(Xb, Yb) Promotion of different rate-limiting steps Synergism

Promotion of different steps, exposure by Y Heteroaddition
preceding exposure by X

The term synergism should be defined and used in a restricted manner to describe the
combined effects of two and more different agents which interact and result in a more than
additive effect (Fig. 1, upper dotted line). This should be based on a mechanistic
understanding of the interactions. The action of different agents should result (i) on different
rate-limiting steps within a multistep process, (ii) at different sites of a molecule or (iii) by
different molecular mechanisms. If the mechanism of action is unknown, any deviation from
additivity of single agent effects should be classified sub- or supraadditive.

The consequences of these definitions in the multi-stage model of carcinogenesis are
shown in figure 2. For example, highly synergistic effects from combined exposures could
result only if exposure to X preceeds exposure to Y.

There are many examples of interactions between radiation and other toxic agents.
Responses range from additivity to strong synergism. Some examples of synergistic effects in
humans are listed in table I. But the available database is not comprehensive and is generally
more observational/descriptive rather than mechanistic in orientation.

3. DOSE RESPONSE RELATION AT LOW DOSES

The lower end of dose-effect relationships for cancer from genotoxic agents are
usually unknown. Sensitive experimental systems and mechanistic considerations are
commonly referred to to correlate risk coefficients from higher exposures with measurable
risks to the area of low dose exposure.

Since the elucidation of DNA structure and cellular DNA repair functions, it has
generally been accepted that many classes of primary damage and also of fixed molecular
damage from genotoxic agents in this important structure show no threshold. For ionizing
radiation, where a single hit, i.e. a single traversal of an electron through a cell nucleus,
already infers a considerable minimal dose in a very short time, linearity for primary events
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Table I

Selected examples of synergistic interactions between ionizing radiation and other agents in hnmans

RADIATION QUALITY

a Radiation

Xrays

y Radiation

y Radiation

EXPOSURE SITUATION

Radon daughters in miners

Breast cancer therapy

Lung cancer therapy

Head and neck cancer therapy

SYNERGISM WITH

Tobacco smoke arsenic

Tobacco smoke

Cisplatin

Radiosensitizers: nimorazole

RISK/EFFECT

lung cancer

lung cancera

tumor control

tumor control

REF

1

7

8

9

"Statistical significance questionable



and their longer lasting imprints on DNA can be assumed for a considerable dose range from
zero to several times the annual natural exposure in the range of 2 mSv effective dose.
Interactions between different tracks only become important at high dose rates. Similar
conditions are found at low concentrations of genotoxic chemicals as long as enzyme
functions for substrate activation/inactivation or DNA repair show neither saturation nor
induction phenomena.

An argument against linearity is the impressive wealth of data on adaptive responses in
cells and organisms [6], which might support a threshold hypothesis.
At higher dose rates, non-linearity becomes the rule. In the case of ionizing radiation, multiple
hits in one single cell might increase the complexity of DNA damage and modulate repair
proficiency. Non-linearity at low doses and thresholds are generally found for non-genotoxic
mitogens and cytotoxicants which need minimal concentrations to elicit a direct or indirect (e.
g. through cell killing) growth stimulus.
Epidemiology is not sensitive enough to enlighten such risks at low doses or the effect of
occupational exposure in a lifetime. Highly standardized test systems were developed in
experimental research to control any possible variable and unknown confounder. These
systems are successful in the prediction of effects from high single agent exposure but differs
from the real life situation of complex and changing human environments.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Health effects from exposures to ionizing radiation are in general the result of complex
multi-step reaction chains involving changes and responses on the level of molecules, cells,
tissues and organisms. Many of these steps are embedded in a web of interactions with other
exogenous and endogenous factors. Therefore, any risk assessment will have to consider the
question whether combined effects, i e. interactions between two or more agents will
influence the health outcome from specific exposure situations. The potential of combined
effects increases the uncertainties in estimates of risk for populations from low exposures to
single agents.

The most important parameters for the assessment of risks from combined exposures
include an in-depth knowledge of the primary actions involved like quality of interaction,
dose, dose rates and time sequences of combined exposures. Important host characteristics are
cell types and tissue sites affected, age, sex, genetic traits and predisposition, lifestyle,
hormonal conditions and immune status. The time relations between exposures to different
agents are also critical parameters.

The risk assessment of combined effects must be based on mechanistic knowledge of
single agents. This requires further improvement in the understanding of single agent effects
on molecules, cells, organisms and especially on dose response.
Mechanistically based classifications of interactions into groups may be helpful to predict
health effects from complex exposure situations and is to be promoted. The development of
such comprehensive approaches for the study and quantitative assessment of combined effects
will also help to fill the gap between differing conceptual approaches in chemical toxicology
and radioprotection and to force multi-disciplinary research on this field.
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